
Self- Leadership

Your Name Goes Here



– your passport

“The most important book you’ll ever read is?” 



Aim High
Your name here….



The size of  your 
Vision determines 
the size of  your life

is your dream board a reflection of  the 
possible or the impossible? 99% of  

people die from it, 70% of  relationships 
fail from it… don’t let boredom get in the 

way of  loving life.



Change the World or Swat a Mosquito

Problems expand to fill the space occupied by 
boredom… 

Stress can only grow in the fertile soil of  
disconnection… 

Eating an apple can be a world changing action or 
a kidney killing fructose injection.. it’s all in your 
story…





– Either you are too hard to talk to or too soft to listen…

“There are two reasons you will not be given a reason for 
something.” 



Communicate Well
Your name goes here



Communication

the bigger your vision the 
better you must be at 
communicating it. And, 
eventually you will discover 
that the best, most powerful 
communication is silence…



Inspire or Motivate People?

Communication achieves one of  two things: it 
either motivates or inspired people. 

Motivate is old school. It causes polarity,  
subversion and hardship.  

Inspire is new school - but how?



a new concept that is hard to get our head around 
is that we cannot inspire others. 

We can be inspiring, and others may be inspired 
by us. But we cannot inspire others. Only we can 
be an inspiration. 

inspiration means that our inner voice speaks 
louder than our outer voices. Or, in another 
language, our values are aligned with our actions.





– be unfuckwithable

“Too ofter we ask people to follow us when we are the ones 
who fear the consequences if  they don’t.” 



Be Followed
your name goes here



Real Inspiration

“Real inspiration 
will only be 

achieved when 
follower interests 

align with your  
vision” 

Chris Walker



Inspire others

Most follower motivation programs fail due to leader self-
interest 

Lasting change can only be achieved when followers are 
personally inspired 

Magic happens when personal inspiration aligns with your 
vision



the steps to creating loyalty, commitment and 
inspiration in your followers.

Step 1 - Inspire Yourself (linking) 

Step 2 - Create a balanced vision/goals (be, do, have) 

Step 3 - Build Follower connection to your vision (L.C.I)



Job description/task 
you want done..

How task links to 
their vision 
(Individual)

Their Balanced 
Vision

How task links to 
your vision… 
(Teamwork)

Your Balanced 
Vision

L.C.I 
loyalty, commitment, inspiration


